
Geophysical TechniquesAvailable
Borehole geophysics takes advantage of the higher spatial
resolutions at depth afforded by deploying instruments
down-hole. Techniques available include:

Seismics
Ground Penetrating Radar
Magnetics
Resistivity
Induced Polarisation

The techniques operate in the same manner as they would
on the surface, with the advantage of providing high
resolution data at depth.
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The parallel seismic
method being used
down hole to ascertain
information on a sheet pile.

Parallel Seismic Testing

Many cities and towns world-wide, have been built over
numerous times. The ground is often full of old
foundations. Therefore the re-use of old piles is
becoming increasingly necessary. As part of the
investigation of old piles to inform calculations of load
bearing capacity, parallel borehole geophysics can be
used successfully to characterise the length and
geometry of piles.
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The depth of a pile can be determined from the change
in velocity of a compressional wave induced at the top
of the pile. As shown , typically, the wave travels
rapidly through the pile and then slows in the
surrounding ground.

The parallel seismic technique requires a borehole
to be drilled parallel, and close to, the target pile.
The borehole should extend to a depth below the
anticipated base of the pile. Typically the borehole
has an internal diameter of circa plastic
lined, and is filled with water to provide acoustic
coupling with the immersed hydrophone.

The hydrophone is lowered to discrete depths. At
each depth a recording is made of the energy from a
hammer blow. An evaluation of the travel time of
this pulse down the pile and across the intervening
material to the hydrophone permits an assessment
of pile length to be made.
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A plot of arrival time versus
hydrophone depth illustrates
the change in compressional

wave velocity beyond the
base of the pile.  The wave
travels more slowly through

the ground to reach the
hydrophone, hence  the

change in gradient .

The borehole seismic method being used to determine the
nature of the bedrock and presence of faults and fractures.

BOREHOLE GEOPHYSICS

Applications
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Pile and foundation analysis
Estimation of depth to bedrock
Estimation of depth to water table
Locating solution features
Fracture and void location
Geological and hydrological mapping

For further information, visit us at www.rsk.co.uk or contact:
George Tuckwell: gtuckwell@rsk.co.uk (Tel: +44 (0)1442 416656)



Whilst electrical imaging surveys (both resistivity and
induced polarisation) can be conducted in a single
borehole, it is more commonly used with two (or
more) boreholes. The surveys use the same four
electrode set-up as a surface survey, and typically
use the same controlling electronics.

The survey is conducted in water-filled boreholes,
although slotted casing must be used. The holes are
sited either side of the area of interest, with generally a
horizontal distance of no more than two-thirds of their
depth between them. One current electrode is placed
in either hole, and the position of the potential
electrodes is changed in order to build an image of the
resistivity of the subsurface between the boreholes.

Cross-borehole Electrical Imaging
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Survey examples

Cross-borehole Seismics

In this survey cross-borehole seismics was
used to determine the elastic properties of a
chalk bedrock with depth, to inform
calculations of dynamic properties for
foundation design. By placing a seismic
source in one borehole and recording the
arrival of P- and S- waves in another
borehole it is possible, when combined with
rock density information, to calculate the bulk
and shear moduli, and Poisson’s ratio of the
bedrock, and plot its variation with depth.

Cross borehole tomography allows a 2D
section of ground velocity to be generated
( ). The integration of cross borehole
tomography with other seismic methods
provides better constraint on geological and
hydrological models.
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Downhole Magnetics and GPR

In this example to the , downhole
magnetics and ground penetrating radar
(GPR) were used to locate the depth of pile
casing and the depth of the piles. To the left
is a magnetic and GPR example from a
borehole which clearly marks the base of the
metal casing in the hole.

The end of the pile casing is marked by the
sudden drop in the measured magnetic field
strength, and by the termination of a high
amplitude reflector in the radar data. Both
features occur at a depth of 9m.
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